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paperback, managing ... â•œcrisis and control: the militarization of protest ... - “crisis and control: the
militarization of protest policing (book review)” by lesley j. wood tyler wentzell this book review is brought to
you for free and open access by scholars commons @ laurier. it has been accepted for inclusion in canadian
military history by an authorized editor of scholars commons @ laurier. crisis and control the militarization
of protest policing - crisis and control the militarization of protest policing academiaedu is a platform for
academics to share research papers 1 federal 1033 program supplying military ... crisis and control the
militarization of protest policing - crisis and control the militarization of protest policing crisis and control
the militarization of protest policing are becoming more and more widespread as the most viable form of
literary media today. it is becoming obvious that developers of new ebook technology and their distributors are
making a concerted effort to increase the scope of their l.j. wood, crisis and control: the militarization of
... - l.j. wood, crisis and control: the militarization of protest policing (london: pluto press, 2014), 216pp,
£54.00/£15.00 reviewed by kris christmann the way that the police deal with protest and dissent is becoming
more milita-rized, and the controversial tactic of “strategic incapacitation” is more widespread. crack in los
angeles: crisis, militarization, and black ... - crack in los angeles: crisis, militarization, and black response
to the late twentieth-century war on drugs donna murch in the winter of 1985 the los angeles police
department (lapd) unveiled a signature new weapon in the city’s drug war. with chief daryl f. gates copiloting,
the special they have always been military: on so-called militarized ... - canadian context the
militarization of police has been discussed by lesley wood in crisis and control (2014). unfortunately, much of
this discussion poses the militarization of policing as a recent phenomenon, at the earliest developing with the
formation of swat and ert forces since the 1970s. between the lines - btlbooks - crisis and control the
militarization of protest policing lesley j. wood the over-the-top policing of the 2010 g8 and g20 sum-mits—with
a security bill of more than $1 billion and the largest mass arrest in canadian history—launched frenzied media
cover-age, public hand-wringing, finger-pointing, inquiries, lawsuits and world on fire: waves of protest
transforming communities - proxy for understanding waves of protest, researchers often use newspaper
and media coverage on protest events and arrests. a different quick-and-dirty tool that traces the number of
google searches on a topic can offer a slightly different lens. ògoogle trends data appears to loosely correlate
with the number and size of protest events, and the
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